Abstract-Personalized recommendation systems can help people find things that interest them and are widely used in developing the Internet or e-commerce. Collaborative filtering (CF) seems to be the most popular technique in recommender systems. However, CF is weak in the process of finding similar users. To resolve these problems, trust-aware recommender systems (TaRSs) have been developed in recent years. In this study, we propose a new approach that incorporates the content of reviews in a TaRS. In addition, we use a new dataset that is collected from the Yahoo!Movie website, whereas traditional research has used Epinions or Movielens. Finally, we evaluate the experiment results using precision and coverage.
This trust -network is utilized for finding similar users and thus resolves the weakness of CF. Traditional TaRS approach has ever researched with using some methods. However, the content of reviews is not taken into account in the recommendation process. Therefore, we propose a new TaRS approach that combines the trust-network and the content of reviews and have collected a dataset in the real world and used it in our experiment.
This paper is structured as follows. Section II details the motivation for our proposal, describes related studies on TaRS, and compares them. Section III describes the proposed method, and Section IV describes the evaluation experiment conducted to determine the validity of the proposed technique. Section V presents and discusses the experiment results. Finally, Section VI describes the conclusions.
II. RELATED WORKS AND MOTIVATION
This section describes related works on TaRS and the motivation of our research.
A. Paolo Massa and Paolo Avesani, Introducing the TaRS Architecture
Massa and Avesani [3] , [4] used the rating matrix and trust matrix as input data for their system, and used Epinions dataset derived from Epinions.com. They use a trust propagation algorithm (Mole-Trust) to infer indirect trust values and the Pearson Correlation [5] to compute user preference similarity. Mole-Trust [6] is to predict the trust score of a source user on a target user by walking the social networking starting from the source user and by propagating trust along trust edges. Intuitively, the trust score of a user depends on the trust statements of other users weighted by the trust scores of users who issued the trust statements. The weight by which the opinion of a user is considered depends on the perceived trustworthiness of that user.
Massa and Avesani proposed the basic TaRS architecture, in which user similarity replaces the trust metric. The typical CF algorithm involves two steps. The first step is to compute user similarity as input for a matrix of ratings. The most used and most effective similarity metric is the Pearson correlation coefficient. The second step is to predict the rating the active user would give to a certain item. The predicted rating is the weighted sum of the ratings given by using the value that is computed by the user similarity metric in the first step. The formula for the second step is
where i a p , is the predicted rating that active user a would provide for item i , u r is the average of the rating provided by user u , u a w , is the user similarity weight of a and u as computed in the first step, and k is the number of users (neighbors) whose ratings of item i are considered in the weighted sum.
The evaluation experiment has two important results. First, TaRS alleviates the cold-start problem. Although improvement of accuracy compare to that of the CF algorithms is small, the coverage is improved by 20%. The reason for little improvement in accuracy could be the inclusion of dissimilar users' preferences. Therefore, we seek to improve accuracy by considering both the trust statements and the review content. Second, most researchers use the MovieLens dataset, so the recommender system evaluation still has some problems. We therefore collected a new dataset from the Yahoo!Movie web site and used it in our evaluation experiment.
B. Touhid Bhuiyan, Yue Xu, Audun Josang Huizhi Liang and Clive Cox
Bhuiyan et al. [7] proposed developing trust networks based on personalized user tagging information. Their tagging information is any type of online information resources or products in an online community (e.g., web pages and videos) that the user tagged. They extract keywords from product descriptions using such text-mining techniques as tf-idf.
Their experiment confirmed that their proposed approach slightly improves precision and recall, compared with traditional CF, based on Jaccard's coefficient.
However, they do not consider the review content and compare to traditional TaRS. Because the review content indicates user preferences or item features, we propose a TaRS that takes them into account and compare it with traditional CF and TaRS.
C. Other Related Works
This subsection describes some related works. Gollbeck and Hendler [8] - [10] demonstrate their proposed approach using the FilmTrust website in which users can rate movies and write reviews. They also state how much they trust other users' movies ratings on ten levels. Their prediction is based on the trust metric from TidalTrust [11] and ratings. They used reviews to sort movies. The most relevant reviews come from the most trusted users, thus they will be shown these reviews first. In other words, they regard the review as a useful trust statement. However, they do not analyze the review content but use it in recommendation process.
Agarwal and Bharadwaj [12] proposed a Friend Recommender System. This system computes similarity based on user profile and behavior, and then makes a recommendation that uses CF, generating enhanced neighborhood sets based on trust propagation. Kim and Park [13] proposed a movie recommender system using the group-aware social network model. This social network is composed of user profile and user intention based trust model from rating. Their experiment used the Movielens dataset, which consists of user ratings of movies and user profiles (e.g., gender, age, and occupation). They [12] , [13] proposed a TaRS based on CF incorporating user profile data but did not use features of the user or items from the review content. Also, their dataset [12] has only the ratings that 20 users rate. So, we collected enough the ratings that user rate items. 
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
This section describes the proposed approach, the architecture of which is presented in Fig. 2 . Our approach has an input trust statement and the review content, and the output is predicted ratings. In the recommendation process, the proposed approach has two main steps : computing the trust metric and computing the similarity metric from the review content.
A. Trust Metric
We use Mole-Trust [6] as the trust metric. Mole-Trust [6] is to predict the trust score of a source user on a target user by walking the social networking starting from the source user and by propagating trust along trust edges. The Mole-Trust metric can be modeled in two steps. Step1 involves removing cycles in the trust network and hence transforming it into a directed acyclic graph.
Step 2 consists of a graph walk starting from the source node with the goal of computing the trust score of visited nodes. The formula of the predicted score of a user is as follows.
For example, in Fig. 3 , when predicting the trust score of user Mark regarding Lisa, Mole-Trust accepts only the opinions of Bob and Carol about Lisa; it does not accept the trust statement issued by Brown because the predicted trust score of Brown is 0.1, less than the threshold (0.5 in this example). Therefore, the predicted trust score of Lisa is 
B. Similarity Metric
To compute the similarity metric, we first investigate 510,449 reviews. We analyze every word in the review content, and investigate the frequency of the word's appearance. Based on those results, we then read the review contents watching for the word and extract words which we assume that become the feature of items. Finally, we extracted 5000 words from the reviews. Table I lists some of the keywords. For example, the keyword is "fashion" if some of the reviews consist of "fashion". It seems that users are interested in the "fashion" of the movie or the movie has "fashion" potential element. We set keyword vectors for an item and compute item similarity using cosine-based similarity [5] . Two keywords are regarded as two vectors in an m -dimensional user space.
The similarity between these two vectors is measured by computing the cosine of the angle between them. Formally, in the n m  ratings matrix, the row is user and the column is keyword. Similarity between keywords i and j denoted by
where " " is the dot-product of the two vectors. This similarity has both item preference similarity and trust similarity because we assume that the review content has the item's features and helps users judge whether to trust other users.
C. Rating Prediction
This subsection proposes the following equation to predict rating for user to item. This equation is composed of item similarity and trust metric. Here, t a p , is the predicted rating that active user a would provide for item t , u r is the average of the rating provided by user u , u a w , is the user similarity weight of a and u as computed in trust value. k is the number of users (neighbors) whose ratings of item t are considered in the weighted sum. ) , ( t i sim is the item similarity, and h represents the items user a rated. The metric of this equation is that it includes both the trust statement and the item similarity. Improvement in accuracy and coverage is expected because we include item features from real user opinions in the review content.
IV. EXPERIMENT
In this section, we describe experiments that we conducted to evaluate our proposed approach. We present the dataset used and introduce the evaluation protocol and measures.
A. Yahoo!Movie Dataset
The dataset we used in our experiments was collected from the Yahoo!Movie web-site (http://movies.yahoo.co.jp/) Fig. 4 . This website is a consumer opinion site on which users review movies and assign them numeric ratings from 1 (min) to 5 (max). A user can also state whether he or she trusts other users' movie ratings or reviews. On this website, the trust statement value is 0 (distrust) or 1 (trust). For example, if user A trust user B, the trust statement value is 1.
Our dataset consists of 15,367 users who rated 23,154 different items at least once. The total number of reviews is 510,449, and the total number of trust statement is 127,814. matrix users  items) of the collected dataset is 99.85653%. In addition, the total number of cold-start users who rated less than 5 is 5,270, which represents 34.29426% of the population. Another point is the distribution of ratings. In our dataset, 29% of the ratings are 5 (best), 32% are 4, 23% are 3, 10% are 2, and 6% are 1 (worst). The mean rating is 3.66. The characteristics we present differ from those of the MovieLens dataset, which is the most commonly used dataset for recommender system evaluation and from the Epinions dataset, which is the most commonly used dataset for TaRS evaluation. In the Movielens dataset, all users rate items at least 20 times and all ratings balance is good. Thus, it has no cold-start users. For the Epinions dataset, 52.82% of the population are cold-start users; 45% of the ratings are 5, and 29% are 4. This is a good dataset for TaRS; furthermore almost half of the ratings are 5. Therefore, our dataset is good for both ratings balance and cold-start users.
B. Evaluation Protocol and Measures
We apply three approaches in our experiment: traditional user-based CF, a TaRS based on a Mole-Trust [6] metric, and our proposed approach.
Our experiment protocol is 10-fold cross-validation on the Yahoo! Movie dataset. The data is first partitioned into ten equal sized segments or folds. One fold is used for testing, while the remaining nine folds are used for learning. This is process is repeated 10 times, and mean accuracy is taken. We also apply two types of dataset in our experiment: all ratings and only the ratings of cold-start users.
We used four evaluation measures. One is Mean Absolute Error (MAE) as an evaluation accuracy measure. Formally, if n is the number of actual ratings in an item set (test data), then MAE is defined as the average absolute difference between n pairs of predicted ratings k p and actual ratings k r , and is given by
A lower MAE produces more accurate predictions. And better recommendations.
Second is the Mean Absolute User Error (MAUE) [4] . We first compute the MAE for each user independently and then average all the Mean Error computations. This is very important when the dataset has many cold-start users.
Third is user coverage (Ucov) that how much recommender system can recommend to users. This is interesting with analyzing the behavior of the recommend algorithm to cold-start users. This is given by
where u  is predictable ratings to users (if u  is more than 1, u  is 1, otherwise it is 0).
Fourth is ratings coverage (Rcov) as an evaluation measure. It is important for a recommender system to be able to predict the number of ratings because many of the ratings become hardly on a very sparse dataset that contains a large portion of cold-start users and of items rated just by one user. The formula is
where u recset is predictable ratings and I is an item set. Higher the coverage results in a better recommendation system.
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents actual experiment results and then discusses them.
A. Propagation Numbers
This subsection describes the number of propagations. Here, we refer to the algorithm that propagates trust up to distance 1 as MT1, the one that propagates trust up to distance 2 as MT2, and the one that propagated trust up to distance 3 as MT3. The average number of directly trusted users (MT1) is 38.1, while the average number of comparable users is 138.6, for which the Pearson Correlation coefficient is computable. Propagating for MT2 is 919.6, and that for MT3 is 4583.7. This increase is significant. This pattern was observed for cold-start users (16.8 for MT1, 541.6 for MT2, 3433.0 for MT3).
These results confirm that using trust propagation is more effective than using CF in finding neighbor users.
B. Results of Using Ratings for Cold-Start Users
As indicated in Table II , our proposed approach outperforms the traditional CF and TaRS. In Fig. 5 , the proposed MAE and MAUE are lower than the others with the exception of TaRS Mole MT1. However, in Fig. 6 , our approach has significantly better performance in rating coverage and user coverage. Our proposed approach thus outperforms traditional CF and TaRS on the ratings of cold-start users because our prediction includes both trust and item similarity from the reviews. In general, it is difficult for them to find neighborhoods and compute weighting because cold-start users rate few items. Our proposed method takes item similarity from the content of the reviews. Therefore, in computing the prediction rating for cold-start users, we can find both trust network and item similarity.
C. Results of Using All Ratings
As indicated in Table III , our proposed MT1, MT2, MT3 outperforms a TaRS based on a Mole-Trust. In the precision (MAE, MAUE), our proposed is not much different from TaRS Mole-Trust. However, in the coverage (Rcov, Ucov), our proposed significant outperforms. And, the MAE of our proposed MT2 is higher than a TaRS Mole-Trust MT2, but the MAUE is lower. Thus, this result shows that our proposed is effective for cold-start users.
Next, our proposed MT2, MT3 outperforms CF in the precision. We assume that the reason is the number of heavy users: that is, finding neighbors in CF is easy because our experiment database includes more heavy users than the Epinions dataset does [4] . Therefore, we believe that the number of predictable in CF is more than our proposed.
Finally, the more number of propagations is, the better the precision and coverage is. This is because the more number of propagations is easy to find neighbors.
VI. FUTURE WORKS
This paper presents TaRS taking into account the content of reviews. We show that our proposed approach outperforms traditional approaches in the accuracy and coverage.
In the future, we will try to select different keywords from this experiment and to classify them into categories. And a weakness of our proposed method is the huge computing cost when using a large amount of data. Thus, we will try to propose a more efficient prediction method in the future.
